Aloha,

There is no need for another telescope on Mauna Kea, as I am writing this email currently another one is being built with little attention on hale a'kala. I understand that the university of Hawaii is all about making money and accepting gifts from people, countries and institutions. It is clear without even saying a word, that your stand is against the people of whom you say you represent as an institution and under the guise of the "Hawaiian warriors" you did not take any stand against foreign interest. When I say foreign I am referring to the illegal occupation of Hawaii. A question for you... is that what you teach, but yet still preach something else? A'ole, change your school name and mascot to something more foreign if your heart does not bleed for our people and Aina. You should invest in our people instead.

In closing let's not forget how you secretly took all of us on a ride with the rail campaign on Oahu. A rail system that only benefits the university of Hawaii and only runs from campus to campus in which we have to pay for without having any say in it. I You stole the irreplaceable view from Oahu's southern shoreline all in secret and now you want to do the same on Mauna Kea except worse. I truly believe this was done all in the name of greed. Shame on you.

This is my testimony,
Marshal Joseph k simpliciano jr.
Kingdom of Atooi